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Empowering A ∗ Search Algorithms with Neural 

Networks for Personalized Route Recommendation

Motivation

Neuralized A-Star based personalized Route recommendation 

Performance

NASR Model Architecture

Visualization of the learned association scores using
improved graph attention networks. The colored circles
denote locations in the road network. A darker color
indicates a larger importance degree w.r.t. current
location 𝑙𝑖 and destination 𝑙𝑑 . freq denotes the visit
frequency by the user in historical trajectories.

Qualitative Analysis

Visualization of the search procedure with the estimated
costs by the NASR model. In (c), red points have been
already explored and green points are candidate
locations to extend in A ∗ search algorithm.

The overall architecture of the NASR model.
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Heuristic Search: a basic recommendation method
Design cost function manually, and search an optimal path according to it.

Neural Network: a rising recommendation method

Sequential neural models have been widely used for modeling sequential 

trajectory data.

Focus on one-step or short-term location prediction. 

Difficult to utilize various kinds of context information in the search process.  

Neural network is a promising way to capture complex pattern in auxiliary data.

OUR IDEA

Our proposed model NASR is able to combine both the
benefits of heuristic search and neural networks, and
hence it performs best among the comparison methods.

Performance Comparison using Four Metrics on Three Datasets

A Review of A* Search Algorithm
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Current: Open Set:

f(a) < f(b)

Choose location in Open Set with 
least cost

f(a) = g(a) + h(a)

g(𝑙𝑠 → 𝑙𝑖)=-σ𝑖=0
𝑚 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃𝑟 (𝑙𝑖+1|𝑙𝑠 → 𝑙𝑖 , 𝑞, 𝑢)

Closed Set:

h(𝑙𝑖 → 𝑙𝑑)= Euclid(𝑙𝑖 , 𝑙𝑑)

In Previous Setting:

Cost function consists of two part: observable cost g() 

and estimated cost h()  

A* Search Algorithm

Find the path with least cost.


